
Lightning Fast Multi-Screen Websites
Powerful responsive websites that improve SEO, increase traffic and user engagement



Increase Sales with a
Multi-Screen Website!
Your website is the window to your business. With FullPivot, 
you can get ahead of the competition and give your customers 
a great online experience on any device.

Your website is optimised independently for desktop, tablet 
and mobile. Increase customer engagement and watch your 
traffic soar. Our powerful website editor makes it easy to 
update text, add promotions, change images or even add 
new pages.

A tailored website exclusively for you:

Professionally 
Designed

Fully
Responsive

Easy to
Make Edits

Affordable
Plans



Lightning-Fast
Loading Speed

70%

60%

35%

For every second it takes your website to load, you
lose 7% in conversions*. That is why Google is now
using page speed as a ranking factor. Visitors are
more likely to engage with your website if your
content is delivered faster.

FullPivot websites are built for speed and work on
all devices. In addition to the SEO benefits improved
page speed brings to your business, there are many
conversion and engagement advantages, such as:

longer sessions*

more page views*

lower bounce rate*

*Source: The Need For Mobile Speed 2016, DoubleClick by Google

The Results
You can increase website traffic, generate 

more sales and improve the customer 
experience with a Multi-Screen Website

that loads in under 3 seconds.

Google is now using page speed 
and mobile friendliness as

a ranking signal.

FullPivot websites are optimised
independently for desktop,

tablet and mobile.



Capture Your
Customers’ Attention
Have you ever noticed personalised offers or notifications 
that display on websites based on your browsing habits? 
Large organisations like Amazon and Google do this all the 
time. Now it’s your turn.

Triggers

Actions

Conversions

Choose a trigger to activate your website personalisation. 
Triggers can include times date of the year, location, number 
of previous visits and more.

After you choose a trigger, select from ready-made actions 
such as popups and notification bars. You can promote offers, 
encourage bookings, run deals or even increase reservations.

Engage site visitors by displaying customised actions at exactly 
the right time and watch your conversion rate soar.



What are the benefits?

Your site will work perfectly on
desktop, tablet and mobile, so

customers have the best possible
experience on every device.

We employ a full suite of analytics
and tracking software so you can
see how your online efforts are

paying off.

We’ll make sure your site is
Google-friendly by customising

the SEO settings to make it easier
for customers to find you online.

All of our websites are hosted
on Amazon’s worldwide hosting

service, so you know your site will
always be available online.

Connect with your customers
when they are not on your

website. We will add social icons
so visitors can easily follow you.

We use a variety of widgets
designed to get you more phone
calls, appointments, reservations,

visitors and customers.

Responsive Design AnalyticsSEO Help

Reliable Hosting Social MediaAdvanced Widgets



Ready to get started?

Contact us today!
We can help your business increase sales with a lightning fast, multi-screen

website and unique conversion driving experiences.


